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B.C. = B.C.E.

B.C. = Before Christ
B.C.E. = Before the Common Era

A.D. = C.E.

A.D. = “Anno Domini”- Latin for “in the year of the Lord”
C.E. = Common Era

Early Writing Systems
SECTION 1

• A writing system is any conventional method of
visually representing verbal communication.
• Should an artifact be
removed from its original
location for preservation,
even if that means another
country claims it?
• Use at least one thing
studied in lecture, Spark, or
book as an example.
• You’ll receive the link by
Thursday, but consider
your answer during lecture!

EARLY WRITING SYSTEMS

• Prehistoric Writing Systems
• Mesopotamia
• Egypt
• Power of phonetic (vs. pictographic) alphabets
• (Phoenicians) > Greeks > (Etruscans) > Romans
• Roman Developments

• While both writing and speech are useful in conveying
messages, writing differs in also being a reliable form of
information storage and transfer.

• The processes of encoding and decoding writing systems
involve shared understanding between writers and
readers of the meaning behind the sets of characters that
make up a script.

https://tinyurl.com/pmgqvak

EARLY WRITING SYSTEMS

HOMO SAPIENS

• Prehistoric Writing Systems

• Homo sapiens - Latin: “wise man”
• Biological species of conscious, thinking people.
• The species to which all modern human

• Mesopotamia
• Egypt

beings belong.

• Power of phonetic (vs. pictographic) alphabets
• (Phoenicians) > Greeks > (Etruscans) > Romans
• Roman Developments
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• Writing:
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• Tools
• Speech
• Writing:
• Overcame the limitations of speech:

• Tools
• Speech
• Writing:
• Overcame the limitations of speech:

• Homo sapiens - Latin: “wise man”
• Biological species of conscious, thinking people.
• The species to which all modern human
beings belong.

• Homo sapiens is one of several species

grouped into the genus Homo,
but it is the only one that is not extinct.

>>> The imperfection of human memory

>>> The imperfection of human memory
>>> The lack of an immediacy of expression that
can transcend time and place

>>> The imperfection of human memory
>>> The lack of an immediacy of expression that
can transcend time and place

• Was a major step towards civilization and order

PREHISTORIC TIME PERIOD

EARLY WRITING SYSTEMS

• Paleolithic and Neolithic periods
• 35-40,000 BCE

• Prehistoric Writing Systems

PREHISTORIC ARTIFACT TERMS
Prehistoric
Mesopotamia

• Mesopotamia
• Egypt

Egypt

• Power of phonetic (vs. pictographic) alphabets

Greece

Pictograph or Pictogram
• Describes an image, sign, or
symbol created to express an
idea or information.
• Latin:
pictus = painting
graph/gram = drawn or written.
•

Rome

• (Phoenicians) > Greeks > (Etruscans) > Romans

Prehistoric
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Egypt
Greece
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• Roman Developments

CAVE “WRITING”

CAVE “WRITING”

• A pictograph drawn/painted on a
rock is a petrogram.

• The pictograph carved into the rock
Prehistoric

is a petroglyph.

Prehistoric

Mesopotamia

Mesopotamia

Egypt

Egypt

Greece

Greece

Rome

Rome

*approximate location of Jonesboro, Arkansas

Prehistoric
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*approximate location of Lascaux, France
Lascaux Cave - Lascaux, France

(2017 map)

Cave painting, Lascaux, 15,000-10,000 BCE

The Great Hall of the Bulls, Lascaux, 15,000-10,000 BCE

Cave painting detail, Lascaux, 15,000-10,000 BCE

The Great Hall of the Bulls, Lascaux, 15,000-10,000 BCE
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Chauvet Cave, Caverne du Pont d’Arc Ardèche France (2017 map)

REPLICA: Chauvet Cave, Caverne du Pont d’Arc – Ardèche France, 2015

Cave painting detail, Chauvet Cave, 32-30,000 BCE

"This Venus is absolutely classical and
her proportions, the stylistic elements,
the selection of the anatomical elements
shown are all characteristically Aurignacian
or Gravettian, as known from the small Venus
statues of Central and Eastern Europe."
- Jean Clottes, Return to Chauvet Cave
Cave painting, Chauvet Cave, 32-30,000 BCE

Cave painting, Chauvet Cave, “The Venus”, 32-30,000 BCE

REMEMBER:
• Elementary pictures to
represent things
depicted =
Visual
Communication

Prehistoric
Mesopotamia
Egypt

• Material used (and its
surface) will always
affect the work.

Greece
Rome

El Castillo Cave - Puente Viesgo, Spain

(2017 map)

El Castillo Cave paintings, Puente Viesgo, Spain, 32-30,000 BCE

REMEMBER:

REMEMBER:

• Elementary pictures to
represent things
depicted =
Visual
Communication

• Elementary pictures to
represent things
depicted =
Visual
Communication

• Material used (and its
surface) will always
affect the work.

• Material used (and its
surface) will always
affect the work.

*approximate location of Nevada and Utah (USA) on left;
Libya on right

REMEMBER:

Atlas Rock petroglyphs - Valley of Fire, Nevada, USA.

Newspaper Rock State Historic Monument,
Utah, USA

Petroglyphs

Libya

EARLY WRITING SYSTEMS

• Prehistoric Writing Systems

Prehistoric

• Mesopotamia

Mesopotamia

• Egypt

Egypt

• Power of phonetic (vs. pictographic) alphabets

Greece

• (Phoenicians) > Greeks > (Etruscans) > Romans

Rome

• Roman Developments

*approximate location of Mesopotamia

MESOPOTAMIA

• Fertile Crescent
Prehistoric
Mesopotamia
Egypt
Greece
Rome

*approximate location of Mesopotamia
Satellite map shows terrain and country borders/names names from 2015.

Map shows Ancient Mesopotamia

MESOPOTAMIA

• Fertile Crescent
• Land between 2 rivers.
• Village Culture to
“High Civilization”

MESOPOTAMIA

MESOPOTAMIA

• Social Order –

necessary for a large number of
people to live together

Prehistoric

• Social Order –
Prehistoric

•

necessary for a large number of
people to live together
Religion dominated
• Priests and scribes wielded
enormous power*

Prehistoric
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Mesopotamia

Egypt

Egypt

Greece

Greece

Greece

Rome

Rome

Rome

Very common in Western world until printing
came around in 1450s CE

Alabaster relief from the palace of King Tiglath-Pileser III, c. 500 BCE

MESOPOTAMIA

•

Very common in Western world until printing
came around in 1450s CE

• Writing* evolved for
record-keeping

Still not the kind of “writing” you know…

Egypt

Cylinder seal and clay imprint of mythological scene, Assyria c. 800 BCE

MESOPOTAMIA

• Social Order –

necessary for a large number of
people to live together
Religion dominated
• Priests and scribes wielded
enormous power*

Mesopotamia

• Cuneiform
Prehistoric
Mesopotamia

• Latin:
wedge-shaped
•

Prehistoric
Mesopotamia

Egypt

Egypt

Greece

Greece

Rome

Rome

CUNEIFORM

MESOPOTAMIA

• Cuneiform
• Achieved by pressing a stylus
made of reed or wood (with a
wedge-shaped tip) into soft,
clay tablets

•

MESOPOTAMIA

• Cuneiform
• Achieved by pressing a stylus

Prehistoric

made of reed or wood (with a
wedge-shaped tip) into soft,
clay tablets
• Though first pictographic,
abbreviation continued until
they became symbols
• Babylonians improved this
and created a syllabic script

Mesopotamia
Egypt
Greece
Rome
•

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HbZ2asfyHcA

WHAT LANGUAGE(S)/SCRIPT(S)?

WHAT LANGUAGE(S)/SCRIPT(S)?

• Cuneiform deciphered early

19th century >> 3 languages written
in cuneiform were discovered:
• Elamite
(extinct language spoken in
present-day southwestern Iran)

• Cuneiform deciphered early
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19th century >> 3 languages written
in cuneiform were discovered:
• Elamite
(extinct language spoken in
present-day southwestern Iran)

• Indo-European Persian
• Semitic Babylonian

Prehistoric
Mesopotamia
Egypt
Greece
Rome

Prehistoric
Mesopotamia
Egypt
Greece
Rome

WHAT LANGUAGE(S)/SCRIPT(S)?

• Sumerian is one
• 3100 BCE - first Sumerian records
(still in existence) appear
• Almost exclusively for business
and administrative
• Some school texts simple exercises in writing signs
and words

WHAT LANGUAGE(S)/SCRIPT(S)?
Prehistoric

• Sumerian is one
• 3100 BCE - first Sumerian records

Mesopotamia
Egypt
Greece

•

•

Rome

(still in existence) appear
• Almost exclusively for business
and administrative
• Some school texts simple exercises in writing signs
and words
Any other literary and mythical
stories of Sumeria that are found
in other civilizations (like Babylonian)
were oral tradition written
down later than 3100 BCE.

Prehistoric
Mesopotamia
Egypt
Greece
Rome

•

INVENTION OF WRITING
Intellectual revolution with impact on:
• Social order
• Economic progress
• Technological development
• Cultural development
• Libraries organized
(tablets, not books yet)
• Thousands of commercial
contracts and records
• Enabled society to stabilize itself
under rule and law

• SIMPLIFICATION

• Scribes turned the pictographs on their sides

and began to write in horizontal (rows)
• This made writing easier and writing
speed increased

Prehistoric
Mesopotamia
Egypt
Greece
Rome

CUNEIFORM

HOW DID WRITING SPREAD?

EARLY WRITING SYSTEMS

• Trade Routes
• Wars

Prehistoric

• Prehistoric Writing Systems

• Governance and Commerce

Mesopotamia

• Mesopotamia

Egypt

• Egypt

Greece

• Power of phonetic (vs. pictographic) alphabets

Rome

• (Phoenicians) > Greeks > (Etruscans) > Romans
• Roman Developments

PHOENICIANS
Though the Phoenicians had cities,
the people represented more a
confederation of maritime traders
rather than a defined country.

EARLY WRITING SYSTEMS
Prehistoric

• Prehistoric Writing Systems

Mesopotamia

• Mesopotamia

> Phoenicians
Egypt
Greece

Phoenicians
We’ll come back to them. :)

Rome

• Egypt
• Power of phonetic (vs. pictographic) alphabets
• (Phoenicians) > Greeks > (Etruscans) > Romans
• Roman Developments
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Ancient Egyptian civilization
lasted from 3000 BCE – 330 BCE
*approximate location of northern border of Egypt

Ivory tablet of King Zet, First Dynasty, c. 3000 BCE

PICTOgraphic

(rub of) Sarcophagus of Aspalta, King of Ethiopia, c. 593-568 BCE

The Rosetta Stone, c. 197-196 BCE

Taken at The British Museum, 2005 > 3ft 9in height x 2ft 4in wide x 11in deep

EGYPT

EGYPT

• Rosetta Stone translated mostly by
Jean-Francois Champollion (1790-1832)
• 700+ hieroglyphs
• +100 that remain strictly visual
pictographs
• Remainder had become
phonograms

EGYPT
What was realized about hieroglyphs
after translation of the Stone:
• Some alphabetic
• Some determinatives
• Therefore, by the time of the
New Kingdom, hieroglyphs often
functioned as phonograms
(not simply pictographs).
• A phonogram is a grapheme
(written character) which
represents a phoneme
(speech sound) or combination
of phonemes

Egyptian hieroglyphics
Egyptian demotic script
Ancient Greek

SCRIBE

Prehistoric
Mesopotamia

What was realized about hieroglyphs
after translation of the Stone:
• Some alphabetic
• Some determinatives

Egypt

Greece

Greece

Rome

Rome

Mesopotamia
2.c. 1500 BCE:
Hieroglyphic
manuscript hand

Egypt
Greece

3.c. 1300 BCE:
Hieratic Script

Rome

4.c. 300 BCE
Demotic Script
1.

2.

3.

4.

Mesopotamia

Egypt

1.c. 2700 BCE:
drawstring sack for
dried ink cakes, reed
brush holder, palette

Prehistoric

Prehistoric

“Marriage” Papyrus, Demotic Script, 365-364 BCE

CONSISTENT DESIGN FORMAT EVOLVED

• 1 or 2 horizontal bands (usu. colored)
ran across top and bottom
• Vertical columns of writing separated
by ruled lines
• Writing direction varied
• Images inserted adjacent to the text
illustrated
• Images often stood on lower
horizontal band
• Text hanging from top band
• Sometimes separated into rectangular
zones for images and text
• Aesthetically pleasing
• Hieroglyphs dense and Illustrations light

Prehistoric
Mesopotamia
Egypt
Greece
Rome

Detail from Papyrus of Hunefar C. 1370 BCE

Page from the Book of the Dead of Hunefer, c. 1275 B.C.E.

CONSISTENT DESIGN FORMAT EVOLVED

• But the design flexibility of
hieroglyphs was greatly increased by
the choice of writing directions.
• One usually started from the direction in
which the living creatures are facing.
• The lines could be written horizontally
or vertically, so the designer of an
artifact or manuscript had four choices:
• Left to right horizontal
• Left to right vertical columns
• Right to left horizontal
• Right to left vertical columns
• Sometimes combined in one work!

CONSISTENT DESIGN FORMAT EVOLVED

Prehistoric
Mesopotamia
Egypt

Illustration Style:
• Men had darker skin than women
• An important person was larger
than others
• Frontal body had arms and legs
while head stayed in profile
• Stylized eye – profile and frontal

CONSISTENT DESIGN FORMAT EVOLVED

Prehistoric
Mesopotamia
Egypt

Greece

Greece

Rome

Rome

PAPYRUS
• A paper-like substrate for
manuscripts
• Major step forward for Egyptian
visual communication

Prehistoric
Mesopotamia
Egypt
Greece
Rome

PAPYRUS
Prehistoric
Mesopotamia
Egypt
Greece
Rome

Detail of papyrus

Illustration Style:
• Men had darker skin than women
• An important person was larger
than others
• Frontal body had arms and legs
while head stayed in profile
• Stylized eye – profile and frontal
• At first, scribe would design and
leave room for illustrations
• Later, the illustrations gained
more importance, so vice-versa

• A paper-like substrate for
manuscripts
• Major step forward for Egyptian
visual communication
• The plant grows readily along Nile
• Used ink cake (black with carbon, red
with ground ocher, sometimes others)
• Similar to contemporary watercolors
• Brushes from rush stems,
top chewed to separate into fibers

Prehistoric
Mesopotamia
Egypt
Greece
Rome

Papyrus ROLLED

Proto-Sinaitic Script

Egyptian Cyinder Seal

Papyrus ROLLED

EARLY WRITING SYSTEMS

PHONETIC ALPHABET
PHONOGRAMS

• Prehistoric Writing Systems
• Mesopotamia
• Egypt
• Power of phonetic (vs. pictographic) alphabets
• (Phoenicians) > Greeks > (Etruscans) > Romans
• Roman Developments

PHONETIC ALPHABET

PICTOGRAPHS
(and some phonograms)

PHONETIC ALPHABET

PHONOGRAMS

PHONOGRAMS

• Each letter represents a basic SOUND of a
spoken language instead of pictures or ideas

• Each letter represents a basic SOUND of a spoken
language instead of pictures or ideas
• Hundreds of signs and symbols replaced by
20 or 30 easily learned elementary signs
PHONETIC ALPHABET
made up entirely of phonograms

PHONETIC ALPHABET

PHONETIC ALPHABET

PHONETIC ALPHABET

PHONOGRAMS

QUALITIES

QUALITIES

• Each letter represents a basic SOUND of a spoken
language instead of pictures or ideas
• Hundreds of signs and symbols replaced by
20 or 30 easily learned elementary signs
• BUT STILL….

• Minimalist and adaptable
• Impervious to culturally defined ideas

• Minimalist and adaptable
• Impervious to culturally defined ideas

EARLY WRITING SYSTEMS

EARLY WRITING SYSTEMS

• Prehistoric Writing Systems

• Prehistoric Writing Systems

Prehistoric

• Mesopotamia

• Mesopotamia

Mesopotamia

• Egypt

• Egypt

Egypt

• Power of phonetic (vs. pictographic) alphabets

• Power of phonetic (vs. pictographic) alphabets

Greece

• Many theories on how the abstract level of
abstraction and written communication
(vs. oral tradition) changed the way human
brains (consequentially, society) function

• (Phoenicians) > Greeks > (Etruscans) > Romans

• (Phoenicians) > Greeks > (Etruscans) > Romans

• Roman Developments

• Roman Developments

PHOENICIANS

PHOENICIANS

PHOENICIANS

> Phoenicians

Rome

Prehistoric

Proto-Sinaitic Script
+
More organized graphical system
with visual consistency
=
Phoenician Script

Mesopotamia

> Phoenicians
Egypt
Greece
Rome

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Historical-evolution-of-alphabets-from-the-proto-Semitic-alphabet-With-permission-from_fig2_329390262

GREEKS

EARLY WRITING SYSTEMS

TRULY PHONETIC ALPHABET

• Prehistoric Writing Systems
• Mesopotamia
• Egypt
• Power of phonetic (vs. pictographic) alphabets
• (Phoenicians) > Greeks > (Etruscans) > Romans

“The Greek alphabet first came into use around 700
BCE. Within 300 years the Greeks had developed
from dependence on oral tradition based on myths,
to a rationalistic, logical culture which laid the
foundations for logic, science, philosophy,
psychology, political science, and individualism.”

• Roman Developments

-Marshall McLuhan and R.K. Logan, Alphabet, Mother of Invention

GREEKS

GREEKS

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Historical-evolution-of-alphabets-from-the-proto-Semitic-alphabet-With-permission-from_fig2_329390262

TRULY PHONETIC ALPHABET

• (to put it simply)

Greeks took Phoenician
and added vowels

TRULY PHONETIC ALPHABET
Prehistoric
Mesopotamia
Egypt
Greece
Rome

Prehistoric

• (to put it simply)
•

Greeks took Phoenician
and added vowels
Writing direction:
1. Right to Left
like Phoenician
2. Boustrophedon “as the oxen plows”
direction changes every line
3. Left to right about 800* BCE

Mesopotamia
Egypt
Greece
Rome

*also researched as 5th century BCE

Ancient Greek

https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ap-art-history/ancient-mediterranean-ap/ap-ancient-etruria/a/the-etruscans-an-introduction

EARLY WRITING SYSTEMS

ETRUSCANS
THE LINK “FORGOTTEN”

• Prehistoric Writing Systems

Prehistoric

• Mesopotamia

Mesopotamia

• Egypt

Egypt

• Power of phonetic (vs. pictographic) alphabets

Greece

• (Phoenicians) > Greeks > (Etruscans) > Romans
• Roman Developments

> Etruscans
Rome

https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ap-art-history/ancient-mediterranean-ap/ap-ancient-etruria/a/the-etruscans-an-introduction

The Pyrgi Lamellae: Phoenician & Etruscan Panels, gold, c. 500 BCE
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ap-art-history/ancient-mediterranean-ap/ap-ancient-etruria/a/the-etruscans-an-introduction

ETRUSCANS

EARLY WRITING SYSTEMS

THE LINK “FORGOTTEN”
“The Romans owed their very
existence to the Etruscans, and
obliterated them,
perhaps from ordinary greed,
perhaps to hide a truth too
degrading to admit.
In their stories, their origins became
their own, or Greek. Etruria became
an appendix of Roman history.”

Prehistoric

• Prehistoric Writing Systems

Mesopotamia

• Mesopotamia

Egypt

• Egypt

Greece

• Power of phonetic (vs. pictographic) alphabets

> Etruscans
Rome

-Andrew Robinson, The Story of Writing

• (Phoenicians) > Greeks > (Etruscans) > Romans
• Roman Developments

Duenos Inscription, c. 6th century BCE

*approximate location of Rome, Italy

*approximate location of Rome and Greece
Satellite map shows terrain and country borders/names names from 2018.

Prehistoric

Prehistoric

Mesopotamia

Mesopotamia

Egypt

Egypt

Greece

Greece

Rome
(Hollywood version)

Rome
(idealized by artist in 1885 )

*approximate location of Rome and Greece
Satellite map shows terrain and country borders/names names from 2018.
A day in ancient Rome; being a revision of Lohr's "Aus dem alten Rom", with numerous illustrations, by Edgar S. Shumway (1885)

Publicity for Rome, on HBO 2005-2007

FIRST: THE ROMAN REPUBLIC until c. 27 BCE*

ROME
• Senatus Populus Que Romanus

THEN:

THE ROMAN EMPIRE

Prehistoric
Mesopotamia
Egypt

THEN:
WESTERN ROMAN EMPIRE until c. 395-476 CE

Greece

EASTERN ROMAN EMPIRE (BYZANTINE) until 1453 CE

Rome

BUT THE ROMAN EMPIRE IS NOT
THE HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE
(800 CE)

Present-day ruins and explanation of Ancient Rome’s main social classes
http://www.urbanghostsmedia.com/2012/12/travel-10-offbeat-things-to-do-in-rome/ and

ROME
•
•

Senatus Populus Que Romanus
Latin language and alphabet

ROME
Prehistoric

Also sometimes called Roman

Mesopotamia
Egypt

• Senatus Populus Que Romanus
language and alphabet
• Latin
Also sometimes called Roman
• “Dead” language
• Vulgar (Popular) Latin is the

root of all Romantic languages

Prehistoric
Mesopotamia
Egypt

Greece

Greece

Rome

Rome

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNoc0WUAHv4

ROME
•

Latin = PHONETIC ALPHABET
• You can decode the simple
signs as letters
• Each letter is a sound (or phoneme)

ROME
Prehistoric

• Latin = PHONETIC ALPHABET
• You can decode the simple

Mesopotamia
Egypt

•

signs as letters
• Each letter is a sound (or phoneme)
This is the Latin or Roman alphabet
*with some adjustments.

Prehistoric
Mesopotamia
Egypt

Greece

Greece

Rome

Rome

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNoc0WUAHv4

EARLY WRITING SYSTEMS

• Prehistoric Writing Systems
• Mesopotamia
• Egypt
• Power of phonetic (vs. pictographic) alphabets
• (Phoenicians) > Greeks > (Etruscans) > Romans
• Roman Developments

ROMAN EDUCATION
•
•
•

Education was very important* to
the Ancient Romans.
While the poor in Ancient Rome did
not receive a formal education,
many still learned to read and write
Children from rich families, however,
were well schooled and taught by a
private tutor at home or went to what
we would recognize as schools.
• In general, schools as we would recognize them were
for boys only. Some evidence exists that girls were
allowed eventually.

• *Vs. other western civilizations at this time.

Rome was still extremely classist and patriarchal.
http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/roman_education.htm

ROMAN LETTERING
SERIFS
Prehistoric
Mesopotamia
Egypt
Greece
Rome

GRAPHIC
DESIGN

• We credit the creation
of serifs to the
ancient Romans.

• We do not see sans serifs (without

serifs) like this typeface until the
1800s. They don’t become popular
until the 1900s.

Prehistoric
Mesopotamia
Egypt
Greece
Rome

SERIFS

SERIFS

(vs. SANS SERIF)

ROMAN LETTERING

ROMAN LETTERING

CAPITALIS MONUMENTALIS

CAPITALIS MONUMENTALIS

• Monumental Capitals:
Used on the multitude of propaganda
art throughout the empire.

• Near perfect geometric shapes
engraved into the
impressive monuments

• Symbol of great beauty and

ROMAN LETTERING
CAPITALIS QUADRATA
Prehistoric
Mesopotamia
Egypt
Greece
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permanence.

• SERIFS

ROMAN LETTERING

ROMAN LETTERING

ROMAN LETTERING

CAPITALIS QUADRATA

CAPITALIS RUSTICA

CAPITALIS RUSTICA

• Square Capitals:
Hand-written form of the monumental
form of the letters.

Prehistoric

• Rustic Capitals:

Prehistoric

Mesopotamia

more informal, extremely condensed,
handwritten counterpart

Mesopotamia

Egypt

• Papyrus and parchment were very

Egypt

Greece
Rome

expensive writing surfaces

• Clay tablets were also used and the
quick writing style lent itself well to
this substrate

Greece
Rome

LATIN
It’s almost the
same alphabet we
use today, but…

• No spaces between words.

Especially not on propaganda
using Capitalis Monumentalis.

LATIN

• No spaces between words.

It’s almost the
same alphabet we
use today, but…

•

Especially not on propaganda
using Capitalis Monumentalis.
Romans (or anyone using
Latin) did not use lower-case
letters until the Miniscule
(4th – 8th century CE)

POMPEII (erupted 79 CE) – Vulgar Latin written in Capitalis Rustica

LATIN
It’s almost the
same alphabet we
use today, but…

• No spaces between words.
•

•

ROMAN ORGANIZATION

Especially not on propaganda
using Capitalis Monumentalis.
Romans (or anyone using
Latin) did not use lower-case
letters until the Miniscule
(4th – 8th century CE)
Some differences in letters.
V = U below

Quote from Robert K. Logan, Alphabet, Mother of Invention

Prehistoric
Mesopotamia

…As with the Greeks, literacy
greatly influenced all aspects of
Roman life, transforming an oral
tribal society into a civilized one.

Egypt
Greece
Rome

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Latin-alphabet

ROMAN ORGANIZATION

ROMAN ORGANIZATION

Quote from Robert K. Logan, Alphabet, Mother of Invention

Quote from Robert K. Logan, Alphabet, Mother of Invention

…The impact of the alphabetic writing
with which all educated men in Rome
were acquainted can be seen more in the
nonliterary practical affairs in which the
Romans prided themselves than in their
actual literary output.

Prehistoric
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Greece
Rome

…The impact of the alphabetic writing
with which all educated men in Rome
were acquainted can be seen more in the
nonliterary practical affairs in which the
Romans prided themselves than in their
actual literary output.
The influence of the uniformity, regularity,
and linearity that the alphabet subliminally
promotes is reflected in all Roman forms
of organization – from their military and
civil administration to their architecture
and town planning.

ROMAN ORGANIZATION
Prehistoric

• Homogenization of Rome

Prehistoric

• Laws and Codes
Mesopotamia

• Money, Weights, Measure

Mesopotamia

Egypt

• Military

Egypt

Greece

• Individualism and Nationalism

Greece

Rome

• Aqueducts, Sanitation, and Irrigation
• Education and Medicine
• Public Order and Peace

Rome

ROMAN ORGANIZATION
• Homogenization of Rome
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